RollRunner Series by AZTECH
Heavy-Duty and Versatile Mobile Roll Handling Carts
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The AzTech RollRunner Series of affordable, heavy-duty and versatile mobile roll handling carts have been an industry leader for over 20 years for transporting, loading and unloading rolls of material in numerous work environments. Capable of lifting up to 1500 lbs. (680 Kg) and utilizing a variety of E-Z change attachments, the RollRunner Series is simply an invaluable line of products that will significantly reduce workplace injuries and material damage. The RollRunner Series is available with either manual crank or powered lift, may be customized to your precise needs, and with its robust all-steel construction will provide years of safe and dependable service.

RollRunner Features:

- Helps reduce workplace injuries and material damage
- Manual crank or powered lift
- Smooth and easy operation and maneuverability
- Utilizes various E-Z change attachments for supreme versatility
- Simple and inexpensive to maintain
- Safety brake to prevent load from falling in event of cable breakage
- May be customized to precise customer needs
Specifications:

RollRunner MH-400 Series 400 lb. (181 Kg) max lift
MH-400A  39” (990mm) max vertical lift
MH-400B  48” (1219mm) max vertical lift
MH-400C  63” (1600mm) max vertical lift

RollRunner MH-800 Series 800 lb. (362 Kg) max lift
MH-800A  63” (1600mm) max vertical lift
MH-800C  80” (2032mm) max vertical lift

RollRunner MH-1500 Series 1500 lb. (680 Kg) max lift
MH-1500A  48” (1219mm) max vertical lift
MH-1500B  63” (1600mm) max vertical lift

Available E-Z Change Attachments:

- Roller Core
- 2 Point Cradle
- 360˚ Swivel Cradle
- Platform
- Lock-n-Load

E-Z Change attachments are easily installed and removed
Manually activated roll stop to prevent roll from falling off attachment
Easily load and remove rolls utilizing roller core attachment

Heavy-Duty transmission standard on all powered MH-800 and MH-1500 models
Automatically activated safety brake to prevent load drop in event of cable breakage
Toe activated wheel safety brake to secure cart in desired position
Modular Rotary Die Cutting and Finishing Systems

Booklet Onserting and Diecutting Systems

Modular Laser Cutting and Finishing Systems

Unwind and Rewind Modules

Slitter/Rewind Inspection Machines

Invertible 90 degree Table Top Rewinders

High-Speed Digital Printing Systems

Roll Handling and Die Lifting Equipment
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